DESKLINE®
Product overview
Since 1990, LINAK® has helped redefine modern workplace interiors by developing electric height adjustment systems for office desks and workstations worldwide – often in close collaboration with manufacturers or external interior designers.

LINAK built on true innovation and resting on a steadfast will to continuously improve throughout the supply chain. LINAK today is a global company with modern, flexible and highly automated production facilities in Denmark, Slovakia, USA, and China and offices in some 35 countries across the world.
Plug & Play™
LINAK® has the widest product programme on the market. We develop and provide solutions where all components work together. True systems where everything fits, it is simply Plug & Play™. With our DESKLINE® systems, you can concentrate on design, and furniture aesthetics. As a global leader, we provide Plug & Play™ electric height adjustable solutions for desks, tables, counters and workstations which people work behind every day.

PVC-Free™ systems
LINAK has acknowledged that there are alternatives to materials containing PVC. For health reasons and for the sake of the environment, most DESKLINE systems are PVC-Free™ as standard. Look for the PVC-Free™ icon to denote products that are PVC-Free™.

ZERO™ technology
The environment is increasingly on people's minds. LINAK uses ZERO™ technology to lower standby power consumption to just 0.1W. All DESKLINE control boxes have low standby power as standard. Look for the ZERO™ icon to denote products that have low standby power consumption.

PIEZO™ Anti-Collision technology
PIEZO™ is the name of the hardware-based Anti-Collision technology developed by LINAK. This feature prevents material damage to a desk if a collision with a solid object occurs. The PIEZO™ sensor is completely integrated in the column with no visible changes and no extra mounting. The PIEZO™ sensor is more sensitive and reacts faster than known software-based systems. Look for the PIEZO™ logo to denote which DESKLINE columns offer PIEZO™ as a feature.

5-year warranty
LINAK quality is a combination of high-quality components, semi-automatic production, competent and experienced personnel as well as rigorous testing. We believe in our products and we believe that quality matters. Therefore, DESKLINE products have a 5-year warranty on manufacturing defects. As a market standard, batteries have a 12-months warranty.
Columns for office desks
- Experience the freedom to design

The LINAK® product range comprises a wealth of high quality lifting columns in multiple shapes and sizes, giving you the freedom to design a unique adjustable desk that suits your needs.

We made sure that everything fits together across our portfolio, so everything is just Plug & Play™.

Enjoy a selection of convenient motor housing columns, and neat inline columns, choose between round, square or rectangular profiles, and add optional features, such as our hardware-based LINAK PIEZO™ Anti-Collision technology.

Inline columns
Stylish columns blending in perfectly with current desk designs

DL45
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 700 N/leg
Stoke length: 675 mm
Built-in dim: 560 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available with bench bracket

DL12
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 700 N/leg
Stoke length: 660 mm
Built-in dim: 518 or 545 mm
Available in an XL-version

DL14
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 700 N/leg
Stoke length: 660 mm
Built-in dim: 525 mm
Available as a built-in actuator

DL17
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 700 N/leg
Stoke length: 660 mm
Built-in dim: 518 or 545 mm
Available with bench bracket
Motor housing columns
Easy-to-integrate columns optimised for Kick & Click™ top frames

DL5
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 500 mm
Built-in dim: 645 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)
Available with bench bracket

DL8
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 500 mm
Built-in dim: 645 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in a 1200N version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL9
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 650 mm
Built-in dim: 560 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in an XL-version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL10
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 500 mm
Built-in dim: 645 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in an XL-version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL11
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 650 mm
Built-in dim: 560 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in a 1200N version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL15
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 650 mm
Built-in dim: 560 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in an XL-version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL16
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 650 mm
Built-in dim: 560 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in a 1200N version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL19
Speed: 38 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 650 mm
Built-in dim: 560 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in a 1200N version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

DL7 and DL7R
Speed: 34 mm/sec
Max thrust: 800 N/leg
Stroke length: 470 mm
Built-in dim: 645 mm
Available as a built-in actuator
Available in a 1200N version
Available with IC (Integrated Controller)

LINAK®
WE IMPROVE YOUR LIFE
Desk Panels DPG
– intuitive design and clever functions

Truly digital and with a clever design, LINAK® launched the Desk Panels DPG series. It was designed to help users of adjustable desks get the most out of their sit-stand applications. Apart from being intuitive to use, Desk Panels DPG (depending on the model) offer a memory positions, light reminder function, compatibility with the LINAK Desk Control™ App and Automatic Drive function (full versions only). The Desk Panels DPG has been awarded with the Red Dot Design Award 2018 for its intuitive design.

Intuitive handling
Desk Panels DPG are operated via tilt instead of buttons, so there is no need to look while adjusting the desk. As an ease to comfort, the position can be pushed twice and the height adjustable desk will turn to the user’s favourite position (full versions only).

Motivational reminder function
Advanced Desk Panels DPG models include an integrated reminder function, made of an LED light strip or LED diode. It indicates the desk usage status of the user by either a green or an orange colour. When it is time to change posture, the colour changes. Choose pre-configured or individually set-up intervals.

Digital integration
DPG Desk Panels are a platform of endless functionality possibilities. Via the integrated Bluetooth® wireless technology, you can connect the Desk Panel with the Desk Control™ App and operate your desk. The app is available for Android and iOS mobile devices.
Digital solutions for office desks
- Easy integration of intelligent apps and software

The world gets more and more connected. Apps and software for mobile devices allow us to carry our lives with us wherever we go. LINAK follows this trend carefully and offers several digital solutions for office desks. It enables you to offer your customers digital products that are fully compatible with LINAK office systems.

Integrate standard digital solutions, customise them to make them your own, or build your unique app with own functions and features using the Software Development Kit (SDK). Welcome to a world of smart office solutions.

**Desk Control™ Basic Software**
- A software desk panel
- Interface via USB2LIN cable or Bluetooth® Adapter
- Adjustment via PC or Mac
- Counts standing minutes and calories
- Report: tracks desk use
- Alarm: reminds the user to stand
- Customised user interface (option)

**Desk Control™ Apps**
- Adjustment of desk via app
- For iOS and Android smart devices
- Up to 4 memory positions
- Reminds the user via notifications
- Compatible with the DPG with integrated Bluetooth® and the Bluetooth® Adapter

**Customised Desk Control™ App**
- Add a logo
- Add company colour
- Add links to website

**Software Development Kit - Build your own App**

*Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by LINAK® is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.*
Raise your level of control

Explore the full range of LINAK® control units for various desk types, workstations, kitchens and much more.

DPA
• Small, compact panel
• Up-down function
• Intuitive use
• Adjustable front

DPT
• For integration in tabletops
• Touch technique
• Display for height read-out
• Memory buttons
• Available in black or white

DPB
• Small, compact panel
• Up-down function
• Intuitive use
• Fixed, angled front
• Drawer for easy mounting

DPH
• Small, compact panel
• Up-down function
• For integration in tabletops
• Can be customised
• Available in black or white

DPF
• Up-down function with optional memory buttons
• Separate mounting bracket
• Available with memory

DPF with display
• Display for height read-out
• Separate mounting bracket
• Memory buttons controlling up to 4 references (DPF4T)
• Memory buttons

Hand control

DP1CS
• Classic design
• Memory buttons
• Display for height read-out

HB10RF
• Wireless handset (RF based)
• Easily operated
• Ergonomic design
• Available in 1 or 2-channel versions
Power to the system

Have eco-friendly power supply to your sit-stand desk. All parts are made of PVC-Free™ materials, and LINAK® ZERO™ technology ensures extremely low standby consumption (<0.1 W).

A compact, state-of-the-art control box CBD6S

The series of control boxes CBD6S combines the best of the past with new unique features into compact, state-of-the-art control boxes. The CBD6S is backward compatible and works with the entire DESKLINE® product programme.

Weighing down to 400 g and with a height of only 38 mm, it is easy to mount, and it has grooves in the bottom for intuitive cable management. Moreover, it is PVC-Free™ and comes with ZERO™ standby power as standard.

Switch Mode Power Supplies

For DL IC systems, LINAK has a range of switch mode power supply units (SMPS) supplying power to the system.

Available as 230V (SMPS001), 120V (SMPS002) or universal unit for worldwide use (SMPS006).

* If any and all of the Li-Ion batteries built into LINAK products are found to be defective under warranty, LINAK will provide a new product to the OEM. LINAK explicitly disclaims all other remedies. LINAK shall not in any event be liable under any circumstances for any special indirect punitive incidental or consequential damages or losses arising from any incident related to the inherent risk of thermal runaway in the Li-Ion cell and any use of LINAK products. Moreover, LINAK explicitly disclaims lost profits, failure to realise expected savings, any claim against our customer by a third party, or any other commercial or economic losses of any kind, even if LINAK has been advised of the possibility of such damages or losses.
LINAK® has made it easy for you to build your unique desk. With everything Plug & Play™ we made the concept ‘Desk Frame 1’ for offering you an easy complete package of everything you need to create your own unique electric adjustable sit-stand desk. Just combine the three boxes: DL SetPack (including lifting columns, desk panel, control box and cables), Kick & Click™ top frame and DL Feet. All you need is to add your own tabletop.

1. **Kick & Click™**
   - Kick & Click™ is the innovative top frame for office desks.
   - No screws and tools for mounting needed.
   - It fits with all motor housing columns and for the design of T-and C-desks.
   - Fixed (for desks up to 120 cm)
   - Adjustable (for desks between 140 and 200 cm)
   - Also available as Base for flexible desk widths.

2. **DL SetPack**
   - Choose selected DESKLINE® products as pre-packed set. Our DL SetPack solution is a pre-packed box including:
     - 2 lifting columns
     - a desk panel
     - a control box and cables

3. **DL Feet**
   - Add neatly designed DL Feet for selected lifting columns for T-desk designs.
   - Choose between 10 standard versions
   - Two lengths available (560 mm or 710 mm)
   - For on top or recessed mounting of the column
Strong electric lifting columns from LINAK® offer ideal solutions and support for customers working with LEAN principles, process flow, and production automation - in package handling, logistics, or various production lines.

DESKLIFT™ lifting columns provide smooth movement and better ergonomics for users used in professional workstations. Built to handle heavy loads, use less energy, and to ensure a safe working environment around, for example, an ESD (electro-static discharge) workstation.

All in all, LINAK lifting columns for workstations is all about years of flawless and maintenance-free performance.

### Systems for workstations

**LA31**  
- Speed: 20 mm/sec  
- Max thrust: 3500 N/actuator  
- Stroke length: 500 mm  
- Available in several lengths

**DL2**  
- Max thrust: 2500 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 300/350/500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 455/505/655 mm

**DL1A**  
- Max thrust: 1600 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 645 mm

**DL6**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL19**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL2**  
- Max thrust: 2500 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 300/350/500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 455/505/655 mm

**DL1A**  
- Max thrust: 1600 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 645 mm

**DL6**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL19**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL2**  
- Max thrust: 2500 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 300/350/500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 455/505/655 mm

**DL1A**  
- Max thrust: 1600 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 645 mm

**DL6**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL19**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL2**  
- Max thrust: 2500 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 300/350/500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 455/505/655 mm

**DL1A**  
- Max thrust: 1600 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 500 mm  
- Built-in dim: 645 mm

**DL6**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**DL19**  
- Max thrust: 1200 N/leg  
- Stroke length: 650 mm  
- Built-in dim: 560 mm

**LA23**  
- Speed: 12.6 mm/sec  
- Max thrust: 2500 N/actuator  
- Stroke length: 300 mm  
- Available in several lengths

**LA31**  
- Speed: 20 mm/sec  
- Max thrust: 3500 N/actuator  
- Stroke length: 500 mm  
- Available in several lengths

**Baselift**  
- Speed: 14 mm/sec  
- Max thrust: 1500 N  
- Stroke length: 100 mm  
- Built-in dim: 100 mm

**Other actuators**

- Specialised actuators for kitchens and other areas.

*LINAK®  WE IMPROVE YOUR LIFE*
For further information about the DESKLINE® product programme:
LINAK.COM/DESKLINE

Subscribe to LINAK® DESKLINE news:
LINAK.COM/NEWSLETTER

Need support? Find answers to common questions about your DESKLINE motor system:
LINAK Tech Support
LINAK.COM/TECH-SUPPORT

Support videos on YouTube
YOUTUBE.COM/LINAK

Global presence
LINAK® has a well-developed sales and service organisation in Europe, Americas, Asia and Australia. Therefore, we can assist you and your customers locally, under the global sales concept idea: Be global, act local

TERMS OF USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. LINAK takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on its products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without prior notice. Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of said information on its products. While LINAK uses its best efforts to fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for the same reasons as mentioned above, guarantee the availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by LINAK.

All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery for LINAK. For a copy hereof, please contact LINAK.